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Abstract

As the need of large amount of time and ex-001
pertise to obtain enough labeled data, semi-002
supervised learning has received much atten-003
tion to utilize both labeled and unlabeled data.004
In this paper, we present SeRe: a Sentence005
Recombination method to augment training006
data for semi-supervised text classification.007
SeRe makes full use of the similarities be-008
tween sentences in different samples through009
the grouping and recombining process to form010
rich and varied training data. SeRe generates011
data from three combinations, including la-012
beled, unlabeled, and mixed data. Meanwhile,013
SeRe combines the self-training framework to014
improve the quality of augmented training data015
iteratively. We apply SeRe to text classifica-016
tion tasks and conduct extensive experiments017
on four publicly available benchmarks. Exper-018
imental results show that SeRe achieves new019
state-of-the-art performances on all of them.020

1 Introduction021

In recent years, deep learning methods have022

achieved good results in natural language process-023

ing (Devlin et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2019b; Li024

et al., 2020; Zhong et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2019).025

However, deep learning methods often rely on the026

supervision information of the training set. The027

collection of the training samples often requires028

high manual labelling costs. Due to the difficulty029

of data acquisition or labeling, people can only030

obtain small-scale labeled data in many cases. Un-031

der the limited amount of labeled data, the neural032

network is prone to overfitting and poor general-033

ization. Compared with labeled data, unlabeled034

data is easier to obtain and collect. A series of re-035

searchers have devoted themselves to the research036

of semi-supervised learning tasks (Lee et al., 2013;037

Miyato et al., 2018; Xie et al., 2019; Chen et al.,038

2020). They use a small amount of labeled data and039

a large amount of unlabeled data to train models.040

Under the premise of saving many labeling costs,041

performance close to the fully-supervised model is 042

achieved. 043

In the task of text classification, a family of semi- 044

supervised works (Xie et al., 2019; Chen et al., 045

2020; Liu et al., 2021) is proposed. Most of these 046

methods focus on constructing a loss function to 047

train labeled and unlabeled data jointly. Although 048

these methods have shown to be effective, we ar- 049

gue that they do not fully use the supervisory infor- 050

mation from labeled data and the diversity of the 051

features provided by unlabeled data. 052

Data augmentation technology is a useful solu- 053

tion to solve the shortage of training data. Existing 054

methods (Cubuk et al., 2018; Lemley et al., 2017; 055

Perez and Wang, 2017) have achieved excellent 056

results on visual tasks. In the natural language 057

processing task of text classification, however, aug- 058

mentation is more difficult than in visual tasks due 059

to the discrete attributes between words and sen- 060

tences. The method (Sennrich et al., 2015) is pro- 061

posed based on back-translation to change the ex- 062

pression form of each sentence. (Wei and Zou, 063

2019) proposed to slightly disturb the text based 064

on addition, deletion, and modification. Although 065

these methods expand the amount of data to a cer- 066

tain extent and improve the model’s performance, 067

back translation and perturbation operations may 068

affect the sentence information and even destroy 069

the grammatical structure. Moreover, the sample 070

richness of the dataset formed by existing augmen- 071

tation methods is insufficient. 072

In this paper, addressing the challenges in semi- 073

supervised text classification tasks and the short- 074

comings of existing methods, we propose a novel 075

data augmentation method called SeRe. We expand 076

the sample size and diversity of the dataset by reg- 077

ularly reorganizing the sentences in the dataset to 078

form new augmented samples. The training set for 079

the semi-supervised text classification task contains 080

both labeled and unlabeled data. For the labeled 081

data, we group the samples according to the labels. 082
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Furthermore, for the samples in each label, such as083

label c, we use the pre-trained model to inference084

the sentences in the samples. According to the out-085

put confidence of class c, we distribute them into086

True Bucket and False Bucket. Then, we select sen-087

tences with similar semantics in the same bucket at088

random and swap positions, resulting in disturbed089

samples as augmented data. The buckets organize090

these sentences into different classes in order to091

smooth the disturbance amplitude as much as pos-092

sible so that the augmented data does not have a093

negative impact on model training. For the unla-094

beled data, We first generate pseudo-labels using095

the model that was previously trained on labeled096

data, and then we filter out high-quality samples097

based on the confidence ranking. To augment unla-098

beled data, we use the same method as we do with099

labeled data. In order to make full use of labeled100

and unlabeled data, we further replace the labeled101

sentences with the unlabeled ones according to102

the rules of the proposed augmentation method to103

form the enriched augmented data, which serves104

as the mixed data. Finally, we introduce the aug-105

mentation procedure into a self-training framework106

which iteratively conducts augmenting, selecting,107

and training steps.108

The main contributions of this work can be sum-109

marized as follows: 1) We propose a novel data110

augmentation method through sentence recombina-111

tion for semi-supervised text classification; 2) To112

fully leverage the labeled and unlabeled data, we113

augment the training data from three combinations114

(labeled, unlabeled, and mixed) with a self-training115

framework; 3) We conduct extensive experiments116

on four widely-used text classification benchmarks:117

IMDb (Maas et al., 2011), AG-News (Zhang et al.,118

2015), Yahoo! Answers (Chang et al., 2008), and119

Yelp-5 (Zhang et al., 2015). Experimental results120

show the effectiveness of the proposed method.121

2 Related Work122

2.1 Data Augmentations for Text123

Because data collection and labeling require much124

time, the data used to train the model in many sce-125

narios is very limited. Under this limitation, it126

has become a powerful solution to expand based127

on existing data by expanding the amount of data128

and increasing the diversity of data. In the field of129

computer vision, some works (Cubuk et al., 2018;130

Lemley et al., 2017; Perez and Wang, 2017) is de-131

voted to the use of images through operations such132

as shifting, zooming in/out, rotating, flipping to 133

generate disturbing data to improve data diversity. 134

There is also work to improve the quality of train- 135

ing by combining different images to form new 136

ones. However, in natural language processing, the 137

augmentation of text data has become a challeng- 138

ing research field due to the discrete nature of text 139

data and its unique semantic structure. 140

(Wei and Zou, 2019) proposed some local dis- 141

turbance strategies for augmentation. Various op- 142

erations, including synonym replacement, random 143

insertion, random swap, and random deletion, are 144

used to modify text data. However, this approach 145

essentially destroys the sentence structure and even 146

produces grammatical errors, making it difficult 147

to control the disturbance amplitude and reduc- 148

ing performance due to negative examples. On 149

the basis, (Karimi et al., 2021) proposed a more 150

straightforward augmentation method by randomly 151

inserting punctuation into sentences. However, this 152

approach is trivial and does not form truly diverse 153

data. Different from this kind of method, (Sen- 154

nrich et al., 2015) proposed back-translation to gen- 155

erate new expressions of text data. This type of 156

method expands text data diversity by translating 157

sentences into other languages and then recover- 158

ing them. However, this type of method is highly 159

dependent on the translation quality, and it is also 160

easy to cause the data to fall into a situation where 161

the semantics are destroyed. In the work (Chen 162

et al., 2020), a type of soft-label-based method was 163

proposed to combine the representation features 164

of sentences in the hidden layer of the model and 165

indirectly expand the data diversity. This type of 166

method was first proposed in the field of computer 167

vision. Since the original data has not been modi- 168

fied, this method does not improve the quality and 169

diversity of the data. 170

2.2 Semi-Supervised Learning on Text 171

Due to the difficulty of collecting and labeling data 172

in some scenarios, semi-supervised learning has 173

received widespread attention in the field of deep 174

learning (Lee et al., 2013; Miyato et al., 2018; Xie 175

et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2020). Compared with 176

labeled data, unlabeled data is easier to obtain and 177

highly diverse. (Lee et al., 2013) proposed con- 178

structing pseudo-labels on unlabeled data for su- 179

pervised training. (Yang et al., 2017) used autoen- 180

coder (VAE) to model from sequence to sequence 181

and made progress in semi-supervised text clas- 182
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Figure 1: An illustration of the proposed SeRe. The upper part shows the Grouping process, and the lower part shows
the Recombining process. Each bar in the figure represents a sample, and the circles inside represent sentences. The
dark circles represent sentences with label 0, and the light ones represent sentences with label 1. The red circles
represent the sentences with high confidence in a sample (assigned to True Bucket), and the green ones represent
the sentences with low confidence (assigned to False Bucket).

sification tasks. (Miyato et al., 2017) introduced183

virtual adversarial training technology into the field184

of natural language processing. This method forms185

the data disturbance by embedding words into sen-186

tences. (Yang et al., 2019a) proposed a hierarchi-187

cal processing method according to the quality of188

data labels. They hand over low-quality labels to189

high-quality label supervision and train the model190

hierarchically. (Berthelot et al., 2019) constructed191

the consistency loss by perturbing the unlabeled192

data multiple times and using the model to pre-193

dict the average value of the data. (Kurakin et al.,194

2020) analyzed the difference between the pre-195

dicted distribution and the ground truth distribution196

and construct loss functions. (Chen et al., 2020)197

proposed the TMix data augmentation method and198

combined it with the method of assigning weight199

to unlabeled data to construct loss functions for200

semi-supervised text classification tasks. (Liu et al.,201

2021) introduced an inspirer network together with202

the consistency regularization framework, which203

leveraged a generalized regular constraint on the204

lightweight models for efficient semi-supervised205

learning. Most of these methods are innovative206

in model structure and loss function design, but 207

they do not fully use the supervision information 208

of labeled data and the diversity of the features of 209

unlabeled data. 210

3 Sentences Recombination Approach 211

In order to improve the diversity of training data, a 212

data augmentation method based on Sentence Re- 213

combination (SeRe) is proposed to make full use 214

of the combination relationship between different 215

sentences. The proposed method aims to exchange 216

sentences with similar meanings in different sam- 217

ples to form new combinations. Intuitively, we 218

classify and group all the sentences in the training 219

samples and then recombine them into new sam- 220

ples. Although the augmented data is still based on 221

the sentences in the original training data, the aug- 222

mented samples formed by partial recombination 223

can be regarded as a kind of perturbation form of 224

the original training data. In the process of recombi- 225

nation, we exchange the sentences with the closest 226

representations in the hidden layer. In this way, the 227

disturbance amplitude can be better controlled, and 228

the negative effect brought by the augmentation 229
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can be effectively suppressed.230

3.1 True-False Buckets231

The proposed approach regards the samples of the232

training data as a set of sentences as unit elements.233

Through the strategic recombination of the ele-234

ments in the set, new samples are formed. Ran-235

domly combining sentences is a relatively straight-236

forward strategy, but it will cause semantic disconti-237

nuities between sentences and be inconsistent with238

the labels. In order to better combine sentences,239

we propose True-False Buckets data structure to240

group all sentences first. The True Bucket stores241

the sentences that are classified as corresponding la-242

bels with higher confidence in each sample, and the243

False Bucket stores the sentences that are classified244

as corresponding labels with lower confidence.245

Btrue, Bfalse are used to represent the set246

of True Bucket and False Bucket respectively.247

They each contain C subsets, where C rep-248

resents the total number of classes of a text249

classification task. Mathematically, Btrue =250

{B1
true, ..., B

C
true}, Bfalse = {B1

false, ..., B
C
false}.251

For a subset Bi
true, the elements (sentences)252

contained in it are all from the training sam-253

ples with the label i. That is Bc
true =254

{s1, s2, ..., s|Bc
true|}, c ∈ [1, C]. On the other hand,255

the same is true for the elements in the False256

Bucket.257

3.2 Grouping258

For a training set D = (xi, yi), i ∈ (1, ..., n), we259

divide it into multiple subsets according to labels260

D = {D1, ..., DC}, where C represents the num-261

ber of classes in a text classification task. Specif-262

ically, each subset Dc = {tc1, ..., tc|Dc|} contains263

all the samples labeled with c in the training set,264

where c ∈ (1, ..., C). SeRe aims to classify the265

sentences labeled with a particular class (take c266

as an example) into two categories. One contains267

sentences that contribute more to the classification268

process in the samples, and the other contains the269

sentences that contribute less to the classification270

process. The contribution of a sentence is defined271

as the classification confidence for label c, which is272

obtained by the forward propagation process with273

the pretrained model.274

For a text tc = {s1, ..., sm} consisting of m275

sentences, we group them into True Bucket and276

False Bucket respectively according to the follow-277

ing rules. In the following formulas, g(·) represents278

the inference network pretrained on the original279

dataset, which outputs a one-dimensional vector, 280

representing the confidence of each class. 281

g(si)[c] ≥ Medianm
i=1g(si)[c] (1) 282

For sentences satisfying (1), we add them to True 283

Bucket. Specifically, add them to Bc
true, as sen- 284

tences in Buckets are stored separately by labels. 285

That is to say, the higher the output confidence that 286

a sentence si is classified as class c, we roughly 287

think that the sentence contributes more to the en- 288

tire classification result. 289

g(si)[c] < Medianm
i=1g(si)[c] (2) 290

Similarly, for sentences satisfying (2), we add them 291

to the False Bucket Bc
false. We roughly think that 292

these sentences have a relatively small impact on 293

classifying the entire sample into c. Keeping the 294

size of the two buckets equal can effectively avoid 295

data asymmetry and deviation caused by other 296

threshold-based strategies. The grouping scheme 297

is to improve the quality of the following sentence 298

recombining process. See Fig. 1 for more details. 299

3.3 Recombining 300

In this subsection, we introduce the approach for 301

recombining sentences and generating augmented 302

samples. We group according to the label and con- 303

fidence of each sentence in order to control the 304

extent of augmented data modification and prevent 305

the augmented sample from having a large impact 306

on prediction. Therefore, the proposed disturbance 307

effect occurs in each subset of Btrue and Bfalse. 308

Taking True Bucket Btrue as an example, all 309

sentences in each subset Bc
true are considered to 310

play a similar role in the classification task, where 311

c ∈ (1, ..., C). That is to say, the sentences in 312

Bc
true have a positive effect on the samples labeled 313

as c. We randomly find several pairs of sentences 314

with the closest semantics in the Bc
true set. Then we 315

exchange their positions in the original text, and the 316

semantic similarity is measured by the Euclidean 317

distance between the representation vectors of the 318

last hidden layer. Specifically, we randomly select 319

a sentence si in the set of Bc
true iteratively and find 320

the sentence sj with the smallest distance from its 321

representation vector in the set as its replacement 322

object. In order to improve time efficiency, we 323

use the KD-tree structure to reduce the complexity 324

of a match from O(n) to O(k log2 n), where k 325

represents the dimension of the vector. See Fig. 1 326

for more details. 327
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Figure 2: An illustration of the proposed self-training
process for semi-supervised tasks. Daug

l , Daug
u repre-

sent the data augmented by Dl, Du respectively, and
Daug

mix is obtained by mixing Dl and Du. The labeled
dataset Dl in each round is replaced with the subset D′

l

selected by the model in the previous round.

4 Semi-supervised Framework328

This section shows the important role of the pro-329

posed augmentation method in semi-supervised330

text classification tasks. The training data is di-331

vided into labeled and unlabeled in such settings.332

The labeled dataset Dl = {(xl1, yl1), ..., (xln, yln)}333

tends to contain a small amount of data, while the334

unlabeled dataset Du = {xu1 , ..., xum} generally335

contains more samples, i.e. m > n. Our goal is336

to use the label information in Dl and the feature337

diversity in Du to train text classification models338

with better effects through data augmentation and339

selection approaches. To this end, we adopt a self-340

training strategy to execute the augmentation and341

section processes in turn iteratively. The frame-342

work allows SeRe to increase data quality while343

enhancing data diversity. On the one hand, the data344

augmentation method effectively improves the di-345

versity of data and fully integrates the features of346

labeled and unlabeled data. On the other hand, the347

data selection process improves the quality of train-348

ing data, improving the performance of the models.349

The overall flowchart is shown in Fig. 2.350

4.1 Data Augmentation351

To fully use the label information in Dl and the352

feature diversity in Du, we generate three types of353

augmented data for training. One is labeled data354

augmentation, which aims to augment the sam- 355

ples in Dl. The second is unlabeled data augmen- 356

tation, which aims to pseudo-label and augment 357

unlabeled samples. The third is to use sentences 358

in Du to perturb the samples in Dl to form new 359

samples, called mixed data augmentation. 360

4.1.1 Labeled Data Augmentation 361

Limited labeled data can cause over-fitting prob- 362

lems in model training. Therefore, we use the pro- 363

posed sentence recombination method SeRe to aug- 364

ment the samples in Dl. In each process, we obtain 365

augmented data of the same scale as the original 366

dataset. This process is repeated to get enough 367

copies as the same amount of unlabeled samples. 368

Due to the randomness in the augmentation pro- 369

cess, the data of each round of augmentation has a 370

strong diversity. As shown in Fig. 2, where Daug
l 371

is the dataset augmented by Dl. 372

4.1.2 Unlabeled Data Augmentation 373

Unlabeled data contains rich and diverse semantic 374

features, thus we use SeRe to augment Du. Before 375

augmentation, the unlabeled data is pseudo-labeled 376

by the pre-trained model. Since the model pre- 377

trained on the labeled data has classification ability, 378

the quality of the labeled pseudo-label is guaran- 379

teed to a certain extent. In addition, we select a 380

half-size subset of Du with the highest prediction 381

confidence for augmentation. The method is the 382

same as the labeled data augmentation in the previ- 383

ous subsection. As shown in Fig. 2, where Daug
u is 384

the dataset augmented by Du. 385

4.1.3 Mixup Augmentation 386

We propose an approach for mixing and augment- 387

ing labeled data with unlabeled data, called Mixup 388

Augmentation. This approach follows the sentence 389

recombination augmentation method proposed in 390

the previous subsection, replacing sentences in la- 391

beled samples with unlabeled sentences. The un- 392

labeled samples are grouped by pseudo-labels and 393

mixed with the buckets of labeled data to form 394

mixed Buckets. Random disturbance occurs in the 395

mixed Buckets to form mixed augmented data. The 396

motivation of this approach is to merge the use of 397

the supervised information of labeled data and the 398

sentence feature diversity of unlabeled data to form 399

high-quality augmented data. As shown in Fig. 2, 400

Daug
mix is the dataset after mixing and augmenting 401

Dl, Du. 402
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4.2 Self-Training403

Self-training has demonstrated outstanding perfor-404

mance in a series of natural language processing405

tasks (Du et al., 2021; Meng et al., 2021; Wang406

et al., 2021). In order to better play the role of407

SeRe, we refer to the self-training framework. As408

shown in Fig. 2, according to the method proposed409

in the three subsections above, data augmentation is410

performed on Dl, Du to obtain Daug
l , Daug

u , Daug
mix.411

The three types of augmented data are combined412

to obtain the training data of the current round.413

The trained model will be further used to filter the414

training data. The model’s confidence of the cor-415

responding class is used as the basis for selection.416

Samples with high confidence are thought to be of417

high quality. The classification confidence of the418

samples is sorted from high to low, and the highest419

|Dl| samples are used as the new round of labeled420

data D′
l (|Dl| represents the number of samples in421

Dl ). The overall self-training flowchart is shown422

in Fig. 2.423

Although data augmentation algorithms can in-424

crease the diversity and scale of data to some ex-425

tent, there will always be low-quality or even harm-426

ful data. The model and the data form a closed427

loop that complements each other by iteratively428

"augment-train-select" in the self-training training429

mode. In other words, high-quality data drives the430

training of high-performance models. Furthermore,431

high-performance models have more robust select-432

ing capabilities, which further improve the quality433

of the data.434

5 Experiments435

In this section, we compare the performance with436

recent data augmentation and semi-supervised text437

classification methods. The experiments are con-438

ducted on four datasets. The text content includes439

multiple topics. In the following subsections, we440

expand from the experimental datasets, implemen-441

tation details, and quantitative results.442

5.1 Datasets443

We evaluate the performance of the proposed444

method on four public datasets IMDb (Maas et al.,445

2011), AG-News (Zhang et al., 2015), Yahoo! An-446

swers (Chang et al., 2008), and Yelp-5 (Zhang et al.,447

2015). We split different amounts of data from the448

original dataset as labeled training data and use the449

full original test set to evaluate the performance of450

the methods. For semi-supervised experiments, we451

Dataset Classes Unlabeled Dev
IMDb 2 3000 2000

AG-News 4 3000 2000
Yelp-5 5 3000 1000
Yahoo 10 3000 500

Table 1: Statistics and split of IMDb, AG-News, Yahoo!
Answers and Yelp-5 for semi-supervised experiments.
The number in this table means the number of data per
class.

follow the data pre-processing proposed in (Chen 452

et al., 2020). The statistics of datasets are shown in 453

Table. 1. 454

5.2 Implementation Details 455

For SeRe, a BERT-based-uncased tokenizer is used 456

in this work to tokenize the text. We used the pre- 457

trained bert-based-uncased model and finetuned 458

it for the classification tasks. A two-layer MLP 459

with 768 hidden states and tanh as the activation 460

function is used to predict the labels. In all the 461

experiments, we use Adam to optimize the parame- 462

ters of each model, and 2e-5 as the learning rate for 463

the BERT encoder, and 1e-3 for the MLP model. 464

In the KD-tree part of the augmentation algorithm, 465

the representation vector used to calculate the dis- 466

tance is defined as the average pooling result of the 467

output by the MLP layers. 468

5.3 Results 469

We first construct experiments to verify the effec- 470

tiveness of the proposed SeRe for semi-supervised 471

tasks. We compared a series of methods on 472

semi-supervised tasks in recent years, including 473

(BERT (Devlin et al., 2018), UDA (Xie et al., 474

2019), MixText(TMix) (Chen et al., 2020), and 475

FLiText (Liu et al., 2021)). Then, we compared the 476

performance of a series of data augmentation algo- 477

rithms EDA (Wei and Zou, 2019), AEDA (Karimi 478

et al., 2021), TMix (Chen et al., 2020) on four 479

datasets with different numbers of labeled samples. 480

In this experiment, all the methods only use labeled 481

data. 482

Comparison with semi-supervised baselines. 483

Table. 2 shows the performance of SeRe and semi- 484

supervised baselines on four benchmarks. We use 485

three types of state-of-the-art models (UDA (Xie 486

et al., 2019), MixText(TMix) (Chen et al., 2020) 487

and FLiText (Liu et al., 2021)) as baselines to 488

test classification performance on four different 489
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Model
IMDb AG-News Yelp-5 Yahoo!

200 1000 200 1000 200 1000 200 1000
BERT 87.14 89.92 87.65 90.21 56.93 59.70 69.75 72.58
TMix 88.33 90.56 87.95 90.87 57.20 60.02 70.19 72.88
UDA 89.12 90.88 88.20 91.44 59.40 60.92 70.47 73.72

MixText 89.52 91.62 89.68 92.04 58.21 60.44 71.55 73.92
FLiText 89.66 91.20 88.92 91.40 59.48 60.28 70.88 72.29

SeRe 90.75 92.95 90.49 92.56 59.90 60.90 72.39 74.19

Table 2: The experimental results on the four datasets are expanded in the table, with IMDb, AG-News, Yelp-5,
and Yahoo! listed from left to right. For each dataset, two sets of experiments are run; the numbers 200 and
1000 represent the number of labeled samples (per class). Each row in the table shows the performance of a set
of baselines. SeRe is the method proposed in this paper. It should be pointed out that TMix only performs data
augmentation and training on labeled data and does not use unlabeled data. All other methods must use both labeled
and unlabeled data for training.

Dataset Model 200 1000 Dataset Model 200 1000

IMDb

BERT 87.14 89.92

Yelp-5

BERT 56.93 59.70
+EDA 88.24 90.20 +EDA 57.31 60.15

+AEDA 88.40 90.07 +AEDA 57.95 60.48
+TMix 88.33 90.56 +TMix 57.20 60.02
+SeRe 89.35 91.70 +SeRe 58.75 61.04

Yahoo!

BERT 69.75 72.58

AG News

BERT 87.65 90.21
+EDA 69.90 73.06 +EDA 87.90 90.66

+AEDA 70.52 73.15 +AEDA 88.09 90.95
+TMix 70.19 72.88 +TMix 87.95 90.87
+SeRe 71.24 73.85 +SeRe 88.59 91.78

Table 3: Performances (%) across four text classification tasks for models with different data augmentation methods
on different training set sizes.

datasets. Each dataset is randomly selected 200,490

1000 samples per class as labeled data, and 3000491

samples per class for unlabeled data. The verifica-492

tion set and test set are as defined in the previous493

section. All methods in the experiment, except494

SeRe, are based on model architecture and loss495

function design. SeRe is committed to improv-496

ing model performance by improving data quality497

and diversity. The results show that SeRe achieves498

state-of-the-art performance on all benchmarks.499

Comparison with data augmentation base-500

lines.501

Table. 3 shows the performance of SeRe and502

data augmentation baselines. We use different aug-503

mentation methods (EDA (Wei and Zou, 2019),504

AEDA (Karimi et al., 2021), and TMix (Chen et al.,505

2020)) to conduct experiments on four datasets. 506

Each dataset is randomly selected 200, 1000 sam- 507

ples per class as the training data and the verifi- 508

cation set, and the test set are as defined in the 509

previous section. BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) was 510

selected as the basic model to show performance re- 511

sults without augmented data. For augmented data, 512

each training sample is augmented four times. That 513

is, the size of the training data becomes five times 514

the original. As shown in Table. 3, SeRe has shown 515

superior performance on different datasets. The 516

performance of EDA and AEDA on small datasets 517

(200 per class) is better than that on large datasets 518

(1000 per class). TMix is more effective on datasets 519

with more classes, such as yahoo (10 classes), and 520

slightly less on datasets with fewer classes, such 521
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Figure 3: Case study of using SeRe for text augmentation. All samples in the figure are from Yelp-5 and labeled as
4. It is an augmentation between a series of positive reviews. The red sentences are grouped and recombined in the
True Bucket, and the green ones are in the False Bucket.

Method Accuracy(%)
SeRe 72.39
- Unlabeled 72.15
- Labeled 70.48
- Mixed 71.26
- All 69.28
- Self-training 71.80

Table 4: Accuracy on Yahoo! with removing different
parts.

as IMDb (2 classes). Our method does not destroy522

the semantic and grammatical structure and gen-523

erates various augmented data through sentence524

recombination, which is effective on all datasets.525

5.4 Ablation Studies526

In this section, we perform ablation studies to527

show the effectiveness of each component in528

SeRe. As shown in Table 4, we remove each529

component and show the results. The perfor-530

mance decreased 3.11% after removing all aug-531

ments, which indicates the proposed SeRe is help-532

ful in semi-supervised text classification tasks.533

Specifically, in the three types of augmentation of534

Daug
l , Daug

u , Daug
mix, the performance after remov-535

ing the labeled data augmentation results in the536

most significant degradation of 1.91%. On the537

other hand, the performance decreased 0.59% after538

removing the self-training component.539

5.5 Case Study 540

We perform a case study to show the effect of data 541

augmentation with SeRe. As shown in Fig. 3, the 542

example comes from the training data with label 543

4 in the Yelp-5 (Zhang et al., 2015) dataset. The 544

text contains seven sentences and shows a positive 545

review of a restaurant. According to the augmen- 546

tation process of SeRe, all sentences are divided 547

into two groups. The red ones represent sentences 548

with high classification confidence, which are as- 549

signed to the True Bucket, and the green ones are 550

assigned to the False Bucket. Three randomly se- 551

lected sentences are replaced in their respective 552

buckets with sentences from other samples with 553

the closest semantic representation. The generated 554

augmented sample is composed of different sen- 555

tences and maintains the same semantics as the 556

original sample. 557

6 Conclusion 558

In this paper, we propose SeRe to improve the 559

feature diversity of training data by grouping and 560

recombining sentences of different samples. We 561

applied SeRe to semi-supervised text classification 562

tasks to obtain state-of-the-art performance. The 563

combinatorial relationship between sentences is 564

focused on in this paper. More fine-grained such 565

as token-level combination relations, need to be 566

further studied. 567
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